
programme in Social Studies in New Zealand schools.
New Zealand students are frequently challenged to look
beyond their own country and to examine issues of
inequality, fairness and justice in a range of settings
around the world.
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Farmers’ World network (FWn) is a charity set up in 1984, at
a time when the famine in Southern Africa coincided with
bumper harvests and profits for farmers in the UK. British
farmers wanted to try to understand whether the enormous
disparity between the conditions in the UK and in the South
was due solely to natural phenomena, or whether politics and
economics had a bearing upon the poverty and hunger in the
South.

Nearly twenty years later there is still famine in Africa.
If there has been a discernible change it has been in the
decline in fortunes of UK farmers and rural communities,
with profits down and thousands of UK farmers out of
business since the 1980s. A less obvious change, but one
that is still significant, is that there is far greater awareness
in the UK today of the complexity of the globalised
agricultural industry. Farmers here have been made more
aware of the negative impact of some elements of the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the EU; the
evidence of the harm caused by subsidised exports of
cereals, meat and dairy products and the negative impacts
of high levels of protection on imported goods from the
South is clear for all to see. UK farmers are also aware of
the potential advantages of having the whole world as their
market and many are encouraged to look at export markets
for their produce.

Globalisation, and in particular trade liberalisation, were
heralded as an essential part of a global policy to eradicate
hunger and poverty. Increased trade was supposed to
increase profitability and the removal of economic
constraints on trade was supposed to make it easier for the
South to access the affluent markets of the North and give
them a platform to build sustainable economic growth. 

The reality of globalisation however, has not yet lived up
to expectations. In the South the opening up of markets has
seen the global corporations moving in to control an
increasing amount of the international trade in food and
command an ever-growing share of the profits. The
reduction of some import taxes by the industrialised North
has coincided with an increase in health and animal welfare
legislation (including maximum permissible residue levels
for agro-chemicals) that has resulted in new restrictions
being placed on imports from the South and new barriers to
trade. In the UK farmers have seen support cut, commodity
prices fall and measures to improve the economic efficiency
of their industry lead to devastation. For example the
‘economically efficient’ recycling of animal by-products in
animal feed has been linked to the outbreak of BSE in UK
cattle. A freer trade regime has also seen increased volumes
of food moving all around the world, and with it food-borne
disease, such as Foot and Mouth, which recently devastated
the UK rural economy.

One of FWn’s greatest challenges now is to try to
dissuade farmers from seeing each other simply as
competitors in this new global market, and to encourage
them to begin to see each other as colleagues with much to
be gained from collaborating with each other. We also strive
to call into question long-term assumptions that we in the
North have all the answers to the global challenges and
instead try to show that there are important lessons to be
learnt from policies and practices that are working in the
South. However, we expected that as the economic plight of
farming and farmers in the UK worsened, their interest in
the issues and their concern for the plight of Southern
farmers might wane.
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Explaining the globalised farm – the challenges
facing Farmers’ World network

Chris Emerson looks at the impact of globalisation on farmers in both North and South. He explains the
challenge FWn faces in persuading farmers of the benefits of collaboration and discusses the possible relevance of
Fair Trade to farmers in the UK.



Certainly there is a small minority of farmers who cannot
escape from the idea that this is a cut-throat industry where
every other farmer in the world who trades is a threat to their
livelihoods, and there is probably little that we can do to
change their attitudes. However, we have been surprised at
the way that some of those farmers who have been most
affected by Foot and Mouth, who lost livestock and / or
income to a globalised disease, are now much more prepared
to contemplate the plight of their colleagues who live with
such diseases and challenges as a constant threat to their
livelihoods. In Cumbria and in the South-West we have been
in contact with a number of farmers who have a new interest
in the problems facing
farmers the world over,
and who are aware that
they have much to learn
from their Southern
colleagues.

One initiative that has
emerged from the
South that might hold
relevance for farmers
in the UK is Fairtrade.
FWn has worked to
promote awareness of
Fairtrade for many
years. At first our
focus was on raising
awareness of the concept,
trying to make sure that our target group of farmers,
farmers’ associations, rural and food focus groups and
rural parishes were aware of how Fairtrade was different
from conventional trade. Our work then focussed on
encouraging UK farm shop owners to stock fairly traded
produce in a way that would enable them to directly
support their fellow farmers while adding to the interest of
their own retail outlets.

The decline in fortunes of UK farmers made it a
natural progression for us to now examine the potential
that Fairtrade might have for the UK farming community.
This is more than just an appeal to the farmers’ self-
interest. We are trying to use Fairtrade to illustrate that
the market challenges facing farmers in the South are akin
to those in the UK, and in so doing foster a spirit of
solidarity. That is not to deny that the potential for UK
farmers is considerable. UK consumers are proving their
support for pro-farmer initiatives in their support of
Fairtrade, which has been achieving record sales, and with
the growth of interest in farmers’ markets. A label that
enabled UK consumers to know that the food that they

were buying was produced by farmers who had been paid
a fair price for their labour could be well supported and
make a substantial difference to the livelihoods of many
farmers.

But Fairtrade is more than just the price. Few people
would be prepared to work for a year without interim pay,
without a guarantee of what they will produce or what they
will be paid for it, but that is the plight of many farmers.
Fairtrade offers growers a guaranteed price at the beginning
of the season for what they produce. Fairtrade is also about
helping to generate revenue to finance much-needed
investment in the rural sector. In the South that has

meant investment in
wells, roads and health
care. In the
UK it could mean
providing help to rural
services and ensuring that
rural communities have
access to all the resources
that they need.

There will be
resistance to such an idea
in the UK. For any trade
to be labelled ‘fair’
implies that what remains
is unfair and that will
alienate some. We have a
plethora of labels and

claims about our food, so any new labels will have to be
promoted well to establish a clear niche. However, we
remain undaunted in trying to explore the potential that
such an idea holds out. If we could get UK and Southern
farmers sharing the same label for their produce,
supporting the same initiative and working together to
make the most from the globalised industry, then we have
real hope of enabling the world’s farmers to feel a
comradeship that could strengthen their resolve and help
them all to get a fair reward for their labour. That is a
challenge worth striving to meet.

Chris Emerson is the Global
Education Coordinator for FWn. For
more information contact him at:
Farmers World network, Arthur Rank
Centre, National Agricultural Centre,
Stoneleigh, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ
www.fwn.org.uk
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Not all farmers are competitors with the UK




